
HOW TO INTERPRET THE NEWS 
LUKE 13:1-9 

In 2005, Hurricane Katrina took 1833 lives and destroyed 800,000 homes in Alabama, Mississippi & ________  

Someone in the crowd turned the tables on Jesus and asked Him to discern the times—the latest news about 

the Roman governor Pilate who had slaughtered Galilean Jews bringing their _______________ at the temple 

I. HOW NOT TO INTERPRET AND APPLY TRADEGIES IN THE NEWS 

 A. Many Ancient Jews Held the View that an Extraordinary Death Was Caused by Extraordinary ______  

  Jesus’ response: “I tell you  ______ “; this interpretation of the news is incorrect for at least 3 reasons: 

  1) Such Tragic Events Affect the _____________ as well as the Wicked 

      a) God did not protect the lives and houses of  ___________ in Hurricanes Katrina, Harvey or Irma 

      b) There are times when only ________ die in an extraordinary manner, such as 2 weeks ago in TX 

      c) In fact, the Bible indicates that it is God’s will to bring __________ tragedy/trouble upon believers 

  2) Such Interpretations of Tragic Events Misjudge the ____________________ of God 

      a) If the providence of God functions as these Jews thought, then any __________ can figure it out 

      b) If we single out this tragedy vs that tragedy as God’s judgment, we claim to know the ___ of God 

  3) Such Interpretations of Tragic Events Encourage Us to Be ____________________  

      a) It is just a step to the prayer of the Pharisee: “God, I _________ You that I am not like other men” 

      b) Rather we should thank God that we are preserved from death because of His _____________  

 B. Many Modern Americans Hold the View: “Why Do These Bad Things Happen to  _________ People?” 

  1) “If God is all-powerful, then He cannot be ________ and permit these kinds of incidents to happen” 

  2) This question is based on a misconception of the __________ of God and our standing before Him 

  3) We ought to think of justice much more in terms of the consequences for _______ than for speeding 

  4) With this understanding of God’s justice, it is surprising that _______ bad things don’t happen to us 

II. HOW TO PROPERLY INTERPRET AND APPLY TRADEGIES IN THE NEWS 

 A. Apply the Lessons to ____________ Rather than Others 

  1) “Likewise”—Our experience could easily be ________ that of those who experience these tragedies 

  2) However, it is a tendency of human nature to apply difficult lessons to ______ rather than ourselves 

  3) Every time we hear such stories in the news, we should ask ourselves, “Am I  _______________ ?” 

 B. Focus on _____________ Matters 

  1) The 2 stories focus on loss of physical life; by using “perish” Jesus focused on loss of ________ life 

  2) Every time we hear of mass murder in the news, we should recall that we may shortly face ______  

  3) The parable in vv.6-9 emphasizes that the time may be short before God’s _________ is at an end 

  4) “Repent”—such events should cause us to ___________ our hearts to see if we have truly believed 

  5) The parable emphasizes that we should look for _______________ as evidence of true repentance 

CONC: It is not just the Bible that proclaims the gospel, but the tragedies that we often see in the __________  


